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Abstract—Minimum energy operation for digital circuits typically requires scaling the power supply below the device threshold voltage. Advanced technologies offer improved integration,
performance, and active-energy efficiency for minimum energy
sub-Vt circuits, but are plagued by increased variation and reduced ION /IOFF ratios, which degrade the fundamental device characteristics critical to circuit operation by several orders
of magnitude. This paper investigates those characteristics and
presents design methodologies and circuit topologies to manage
their severe degradation. The issues specific to both general logic
and dense static random access memories are analyzed, and solutions that address their distinct design metrics are presented.
Index Terms—CMOS digital integrated circuits, leakage
currents, logic design, low-power electronics, matching, static
random access memory (SRAM), subthreshold, yield estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

VARIETY of rich and complex applications are emerging where energy constraints are paramount. Portable
battery-powered electronics have staggering capabilities, but
their lifetime demands remain stringent. Other applications,
like wireless sensor networks and implantable biological systems, preferably power themselves using just the 10–100 µW
[1] available through energy harvesting.
In all cases, voltage scaling is critical to enabling circuits
that operate at the required energy levels. Although the resulting speeds might be significantly reduced, proper architectural approaches can be applied, where needed, to meet the
performance constraints. Specifically, three classes of energy
constrained systems benefit from voltage scaling.
1) Low-speed requirement—environment and biological
signal monitoring typically requires a circuit speed of
10 to 100s of kilohertz. Voltage scaling can be applied
aggressively to operate statically at the minimum energy
voltage.
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Fig. 1. Minimum VDD for recently reported designs. SRAMs provide
the primary barrier to low-voltage operation (∗ point reported in personal
correspondence).

Fig. 2. Energy profiles of the 90-nm carry look-ahead adder with respect
to VDD .

2) Dynamic speed requirement—cellular multimedia handsets have relaxed workloads for the vast majority of
time, but can provide bursts of high performance. Dynamic voltage scaling and ultra-dynamic voltage scaling
[2] allow higher-voltage operation when required, and
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Fig. 3. (a) Simulation setup to measure VTC. (b) VTC of an inverter at 240 mV under process variation.

these systems benefit tremendously from the speed-ups
afforded by advanced technologies.
3) Constant high-speed requirement—baseband radio processors must meet system specifications for throughput.
These systems can leverage the potential for extreme parallelism in scaled technologies to assign unit operations
to many separate hardware blocks, each of which operate
efficiently at a reduced voltage and rate [3].
All of these systems rely heavily on low-voltage logic circuits and static random access memories (SRAMs). Increasing
device variation, however, provides a primary opposition to
voltage scaling and limits the energy reductions achievable.
SRAMs, in particular, are subject to extreme variation and pose
the first failure point in low-voltage designs. Fig. 1 shows the
minimum voltage achieved by recently reported designs and
highlights the limitation of SRAMs.
This paper starts by describing the energy components of a
circuit and the importance of sub-Vt operation in minimizing
the total energy. Then, the primary limitations of sub-Vt devices
are discussed. Finally, the resulting failure mechanisms, in both
logic circuits and SRAMs, are analyzed, and corresponding
solutions are presented.
II. SUB-Vt OPERATION FOR MINIMUM CIRCUIT ENERGY
In modern digital systems, active switching and leakage are
the dominant sources of energy. The total energy is given
by (1)

threshold devices, to suppress the idle leakage currents [21]. It
should be noted that power-gating itself increases EACT due to
the overhead of controlling the gating device and restoring the
power/ground node voltage before subsequent circuit operation.
2
energy, it
Although voltage scaling reduces the active CVDD
also reduces circuit speed and results in a longer leakage-power
integration time, during which the circuit cannot be powergated. Hence, leakage energy increases [22]. These opposing
trends are shown for the case of a 32-b carry look-ahead adder
in 90-nm CMOS in Fig. 2, where the minimum total energy
occurs at approximately 250 mV. This result is typical as most
practical digital circuits have a low minimum energy voltage
that occurs below the threshold voltage of the devices [4], [5].
The argument, however, is slightly modified for SRAMs,
where data buffering requirements imply a need for long-term
retention capability. In this scenario, SRAMs must stay on
for an arbitrary length of time unrelated to their own access
delay. Here, leakage power is more important than leakage
energy, and the two critical metrics (leakage power and active
energy) both benefit from supply voltage scaling. In fact, the
reduction in leakage power can be quite large since, in shortchannel technologies, a reduced VDS significantly alleviates
drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL). For example, a supply
voltage reduction from 1 to 0.3 V can reduce the leakage current
by a factor of nearly five, resulting in a leakage power savings of
over 15× [17]. Low-voltage SRAMs are thus essential, particularly since, in modern systems, SRAMs occupy a dominating
portion of the total power, energy, and area.


2
+
ETOT = EACT +ELEAK = CVDD

ILEAK VDD dt.

(1)

Op

A circuit’s leakage energy is the integral of its leakage power
over the time it requires to complete an operation. Once the operation is complete, the circuit can be power-gated, using high-

A. Sub-Vt Device Variation and Current Degradation
Random dopant fluctuation (RDF) and processing variation
are dominating effects in modern nanometer technologies. Both
prominently change the resulting threshold voltage of devices.
In sub-Vt , where Vt has an exponential effect on the drain
current, the resulting impact is overpowering; for instance, in
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Fig. 4. (a) VOL distribution for two-input NAND gate, and (b) VOH distribution for two-input NOR gate, simulated at the respective skewed global process
corners.

Fig. 5.

Butterfly plots for NAND and NOR gates in (a) back-to-back configuration with (b) functional and (c) nonfunctional logic levels.

65 nm, a ±4σ variation from RDF alone results in a range of
drain-current spanning over three orders of magnitude.
An additional consideration is geometric variation, particularly in effective channel length, which impacts the drift
mechanism as well as short-channel characteristics like DIBL.
In sub-Vt , however, the reduced VDS mitigates the strength of
DIBL [23]. Consequently, RDF, due to its exponential impact
through Vt , is the dominating source of variability affecting
functionality, performance, and energy efficiency.
The exponential variation in sub-Vt drain current is particularly problematic in the face of severely reduced ION /IOFF .
Nominally, the ION /IOFF of devices in a circuit operating at
the minimum energy voltage is between 103 –104 , whereas that
in strong inversion is approximately 107 [24]. Degradation in
drain current, due to variation, however, can severely reduce
this ratio even further. This introduces a very relevant failure
mechanism in both logic and SRAMs and is described further
in Sections III-A and IV-D.

III. SUB-Vt LOGIC DESIGN
In sub-Vt , the degradation in ION /IOFF and the extreme
effect of variation necessitates the use of nonratioed static

Fig. 6. Total energy distribution of two 32-bit adders, where one was upsized
to function at 300 mV and one has a minimum size operating at 340 mV. Energy
is normalized to that of a minimum-size inverter.

logic styles. In the presence of Vt shifts, for instance, relative
device strengths cannot reliably be set by sizing. Similarly, the
magnitude of IOFF approaches that of ION . As a result, the
time constants associated with leakage paths are comparable
to the actual gate delays, greatly compromising charge storage
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Fig. 7. Logic path timing constraints in sub-Vt .

on dynamic logic nodes. In fact, even actively driven nodes
can have degraded logic levels due to the presence of opposing
parallel leakage paths.
Additionally, logic delays exhibit increased variation in
sub-Vt , extending the time required to complete the circuit
operation. Accordingly, while the leakage currents from the
critical path might be reduced, those from the entire circuit are
not, and they integrate over a longer time. Furthermore, timing
uncertainty in synchronous logic paths increases, leading to
possible functional failures. This section describes how these
effects can be mitigated by careful device sizing and logic path
design, with consideration to path depth.
A. Logic Functionality
The shape of the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) of a
logic gate is important for signal regeneration down the logic
path and is, thus, a key indicator of the gate’s functionality.
Using the setup in Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) shows the VTC of
an inverter in sub-Vt . In the case shown, global variation
strengthens the NMOS relative to the PMOS and causes the
VTC to shift left. Additional local Vt variation imposes random
shifts on the VTC, ultimately degrading the noise margins
severely. In particular, the worst-case behavior can be analyzed
by considering two-input NAND and NOR gates. Here, the
active pull-down and pull-up paths, respectively, are weakened
by stacked devices, and they must also fight against parallel
leakage paths. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the resulting distributions
of NAND VOL and NOR VOH , in which some samples are clearly

nonfunctional. Accordingly, gates with more than two inputs
must be avoided in ultralow-voltage designs.
The butterfly plots shown in Fig. 5 are useful in modeling the effect of variation on proper logic functionality. The
plot is obtained by envisioning two logic gates back-to-back
[as shown in Fig. 5(a)], which therefore corresponds to plotting
the direct VTC of one superimposed on the inverse VTC of
the other; intersection points then represent physically stable
voltage levels. In particular, three intersection points mean that
two stable logic levels are supported by the structure, and one
metastable point is supported. This is shown in Fig. 5(b) for
NAND and NOR gates with no local variation. Although the
pull-up and pull-down networks can be sized to center these
VTCs, the overwhelming effect of global variation results in
the inherently skewed characteristics shown. Nonetheless, the
bistable nature implies that a logic path comprising a cascade of
these gates supports both logic “1” and logic “0” levels. Local
Vt variation, however, can be modeled as series voltage noise
sources (VNAND and VNOR ), which, in the worst case, have
opposite polarity. Now, the resulting VTCs, shown in Fig. 5(c),
have only a monostable point, which implies such severe Vt
variation that both required logic levels cannot properly propagate through the path.
The observation that variation can compromise logic functionality gives rise to a design tradeoff. Device up-sizing
to increase channel areas reduces Vt variation and improves
functional yield, but also increases energy consumption, by
2
. Raising the supply voltage simivirtue of increased CVDD
larly increases energy, but improves the nominal signal levels
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Fig. 8.

(a) Delay variability through a critical path of 32-bit Kogge Stone adder at 0.3 and 1.2 V. (b) Constant-σ/µ contours for NAND–NOR chain delay.

Fig. 9.

Typical structure of a modern SRAM. The 6T bit-cell has an electrical β-ratio defined by the ON-current of the driver and pass devices.

and reduces variability [23], providing an alternate option for
maintaining yield. Using the butterfly plot as a functional
metric for upsizing, however, it can be shown that increasing
device widths to operate in deep sub-Vt still provides energy
savings [25]. As an example, Fig. 6 compares the total energy
distributions of two 32-bit Kogge Stone adders. One is suitably
upsized to function at the minimum energy VDD (300 mV),
while the other is strictly minimum-sized. Accordingly, it can
only operate down to 340 mV at the required yield constraint.
Here, it can be seen that proper device sizing leads to improved
energy efficiency.
B. Logic Path Delays
Local variation also causes uncertainty in all components of
a logic path. Although systems with low-speed requirements
have relaxed setup time constraints, the hold time constraint
merits close attention, since these violations can cause functional failures independent of the clock frequency. Thus, it
is critical to characterize the minimum delay through a logic
path. Fig. 7 shows a typical synchronous logic path with the
relevant parameters: tC−Q , tlogic , tskew , and thold , each with
a corresponding statistical distribution. The example distributions, plotted in Fig. 7, are derived from simulations of a
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relatively short timing path that is susceptible to hold violation
in a 16-bit sub-Vt microcontroller. Logic delay tlogic and clock
skew tskew both consist of delays through combinational gates,
and hence, their distributions are well-modeled by canonical
distributions. However, sequential timing parameters such as
clock-to-Q tC−Q and hold times thold are less predictable. For
instance, hold time distribution heavily depends on the clock
and data slew rates, which are themselves subject to variation,
thus making timing analysis more complex.
The wide variation in the delay of sub-Vt logic path can be
seen in the distributions in Fig. 7 and is another consequence
of the exponential dependence on Vt variation. To compare
with strong inversion, for instance, Fig. 8(a) highlights the
critical path of a 32-bit Kogge Stone adder, which passes from
the carry input, through several stages of AND and OR gates,
to the output. The delay distribution at 300 mV displays a
variability that is an order of magnitude higher compared to
the distribution at 1.2 V. Previously, it was shown how device
up-sizing can mitigate variation to achieve functional digital
levels in logic gates. Similarly, device up-sizing mitigates delay
variation. However, an additional mechanism to reduce delay
variation involves increasing logic path depth to take advantage
of statistical averaging across gates. In Fig. 8(b), a uniformly
sized NAND–NOR chain characterizes delay variation in generic
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Fig. 10. 6T bit-cell butterfly curves showing bistable behaviors during (a) hold, where pass devices are OFF, and during (b) read, where pass devices are ON and
bit-lines are clamped to VDD .

Fig. 11. 6T (a) read/hold SNM and (b) write margin.

logic paths involving gates with stacked devices. The contours of equal σ/µ variability illustrate the similarity between
increased logic depth and device sizing. Importantly, however,
the left-hand and bottom edges of the plot show diminishing
returns. This implies that a small increase in one parameter can
be traded off for a large decrease in the other while maintaining
the same variability.
IV. SUB-Vt SRAM DESIGN
The design prescriptions that ensure robust sub-Vt logic,
namely, static nonratioed CMOS topologies with minimal
parallel leakage paths, are not practical for SRAMs. A critical
metric for SRAMs, which retains its importance in sub-Vt , is
density. As a result, device optimizations and circuit topologies
that favor density are employed, and often, these rely heavily
on device characteristics that, in sub-Vt , are severely degraded.
A. 6T SRAM Operation
Fig. 9 shows the architecture of a modern SRAM. A combination of row decoders and column multiplexers is used to
access the bit-cells. Data-retention circuits for logic, like flip-

Fig. 12. Electrical β-ratio, in the presence of variation, is severely degraded,
by over four orders of magnitude, in sub-Vt .

flops and latches, typically employ between 10 and 20 devices,
but the six-transistor (6T) bit-cell shown relies on ratioed
operation to achieve the required functionality with very high
density; 6T CMOS bit-cells in the 65- and 45-nm nodes occupy
between 0.4–0.5 µm2 [26], [27] and 0.24–0.33 µm2 [28],
respectively.
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Fig. 13. Read current shows a strong correlation with read SNM, and the extent of the correlation increases drastically at reduced voltages.

Data is held in the 6T cell by the cross-coupled inverter
structure, whose butterfly curves, shown in Fig. 10(a), have the
bistable nature supporting logic “0” and “1” data retention to
very low voltages. Strictly speaking, read access is a nonratioed
operation where the bit-lines (BL/BLB) are precharged, and
after word-line (WL) assertion, the cell read current IREAD
causes a droop on one bit-line, which can be sensed with
respect to the other to quickly decipher the accessed data.
However, the worst-case transient behavior on the critical
storage nodes (NT/NC) can result in loss of the bistable
characteristic and can be analyzed by assuming that BL/BLB
are clamped at VDD . The butterfly curves in Fig. 10(b) now
show precariously degraded lobes, quantified by the static noise
margin (SNM), which measures the edge length of the largest
embedded square [29]. In this scenario, proper operation is
contingent on the driver devices M 1/4, being stronger than the
pass devices M 5/6, and the critical ratio of their ON-currents
is defined as the electrical β-ratio, as in Fig. 9. Typical β-ratios
of 1.2–3 are required for proper operation.
Data is written to the 6T cell by pulling the appropriate
bit-line low. The cell is made monostable at only the desired
data value, and after WL gets deasserted, the local feedback
regenerates to the correct state. Write operation is explicitly
ratioed since the NMOS pass devices are required to overpower
the PMOS load devices M 2/3 in order to overwrite new data.
The ratioed operation, both during read and write, leaves
the 6T SRAM highly susceptible to both variation and
manufacturing defects. In particular, since a typical SRAM is
composed of bit-cell arrays of hundreds of kilobits to several
megabits, extreme worst-case behavior at the 4 or 5σ level
must be considered.

bistability, and the write margin is positive, indicating inability
to achieve monostability; both conditions represent failures at
sub-Vt supply levels. Generally speaking, the failures arise both
because of the reduced signal levels at the reduced voltage, as
shown in Fig. 10, and also because of the exponential effect of
Vt variation, as discussed in Section II-A. The electrical β-ratio
isolates the severe contribution from variation, and as shown in
Fig. 12, it is degraded by over four orders of magnitude in deep
sub-Vt .
An additional effect limiting the minimum supply voltage is
gate-oxide soft breakdown, resulting in extremely high gateleakage in the driver devices M 1/4 [30]. In 65 nm and beyond,
even with very high-quality oxide, soft breakdown unfavorably
distorts the read butterfly curves, limiting the minimum voltage
for read stability similar to RDF.
Study of the design tradeoff between the electrical β-ratio
and IREAD suggests that the 6T topology imposes inherent
restrictions to sub-Vt operation. Fig. 13 shows a strong inversecorrelation between IREAD and read SNM; read SNM requires a high β-ratio, implying weak pass devices M 5/6, and,
accordingly, a reduced read current. Consequently, strategies
to improve read SNM by increasing β, through pass device
down-sizing or reduction in WL bias, negatively affect IREAD ,
severely limiting not just performance but, more importantly,
functionality, as discussed in Section IV-D. The electrical
β-ratio can also be increased by upsizing the driver devices
M 1/4. However, the upsizing required to overcome the degradation in Fig. 12 is too drastic to achieve through sizing alone,
particularly since the resulting effect on density would be too
costly. Furthermore, a large increase in gate area can exacerbate
the limiting effect of gate-oxide soft breakdown [31], opposing
the read SNM improvement.

B. 6T Bit-Cell Failure Mechanisms
Fig. 11 shows the Monte Carlo simulations of a bit-cell in
65-nm CMOS, considering the effect of RDF and gate length
variation on the read/hold SNM and the write margin [17].
At low voltages, the read SNM is negative, indicating loss of

C. Sub-Vt Read and Write Stabilizing Circuits
Circuit assists to incrementally improve the read SNM of
a 6T cell are insufficient for sub-Vt operation. Significant
improvement is afforded, instead, by the use of a read-buffer,
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Fig. 14. Bit-cell with (a) 8T topology uses a read-buffer for significantly improved operating margins and IREAD , but (b) introduces additional leakage paths.

which isolates the storage nodes (NT/NC). The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 14(a) and can be free of the read SNM
limitation. The operating margin, which is thus greatly improved, can instead be set by the hold SNM and the write
margin. Fig. 11(a) indicates that, in the presence of RDF, the
hold SNM enables operation deep into sub-Vt , and additionally,
the increased margin affords significant immunity against soft
breakdown failure mechanisms.
Although the read-buffer increases the size of the bit-cell
by 25%–40% [14], the overwhelming improvement in IREAD
and stability justifies the additional overhead. Unfortunately,
however, the extra devices do introduce additional leakage,
resulting in an increase of over 20% in leakage power, which, as
mentioned in Section II, is a critical metric for sub-Vt SRAMs.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 14(b), during the precharge
portion of the read-cycle, both branches of the cross-coupled
inverters and one of the pass devices pose leakage paths.
Additionally, a leakage current of half the magnitude on average
(due to the dependence on the stored data) passes through the
read-buffer. The other half of the time, the leakage current is
reduced somewhat owing to the stacked effect of the two OFF
NMOS devices in series [32]. The net result is a leakage current
increase of over 17%. However, during the bit-line discharge
portion of the read-cycle, the pass device leakage current in the
6T cell can actually contribute to the read current depending
on the accessed data. In that case, it can be disregarded. The

Fig. 15. Virtual VDD allows internal cell feedback to be weakened during
write operation to ensure that pass devices can overwrite new data.

leakage currents in the storage element of the 8T cell remain
unchanged, but depending on both the stored and accessed data,
the read-buffer contributes an additional leakage path. The net
increase in this case is over 30%.
As mentioned in Section IV-A, write operation depends on
the ability of the NMOS pass devices M 5/6 to overpower
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Fig. 16. Read-current degradation only from variation is (a) most severe in sub-Vt , and (b) it can be less than the aggregate leakage currents from the unaccessed
cells sharing the bit-lines.

the PMOS load devices M 2/3. As shown in Fig. 11(b), those
relative strengths cannot be guaranteed in the presence of
variation. Although a read-buffer eliminates read SNM limitations, allowing pass devices to be upsized or overdriven,
sizing in sub-Vt is relatively ineffective due to the severe impact of variation (as explained in Section III), and overdriving
the word-line entails significant overhead in boosting a large
capacitance beyond the rail voltage. Alternatively, the desired
relative strengths can be enforced by weakening the PMOS
loads. For instance, the bit-cell shown in Fig. 15 uses a virtual
VDD [9], [17], [18]. During a write access, V VDD either floats
or is actively biased to reduce the strength of the PMOS loads,
ensuring that the pass devices can overwrite new data.
D. Sub-Vt Read-Current Degradation
A significantly reduced read current is expected in sub-Vt
due to the lower gate drive. However, the exponential impact
of variation further degrades IREAD . If the statistical IREAD ’s
are normalized by the mean IREAD , the effect of variation
alone can be isolated, and as shown in Fig. 16(a), this effect is
particularly severe in sub-Vt , where the weak-cell read current

can easily be a couple of orders of magnitude worse than
the mean current. The combination of variation on top of
drastically reduced mean read current implies that the read
access time can extend almost arbitrarily. This is undesirable
from a performance point of view, but more importantly, it
affects the ability to correctly sense data. Specifically, all of
the unaccessed cells that share the read bit-line impose a
leakage current that depends on their stored data. In Fig. 16(b),
the aggregate leakage current is normalized by the statistical
read current, assuming 128 cells per bit-line. As shown, the
leakage can exceed the read signal, making the accessed data
indecipherable [17].
The first solution path focuses on increasing the cell read
current. IREAD can be increased by increasing the width of
the read-buffer devices. Normally, the resulting increase in
cell area makes this approach unattractive. However, since the
standard deviation of Vt is inversely related to the square root of
device areas [33], the variation-induced degradation of IREAD
is greatly reduced in sub-Vt , where the dependence on Vt is
exponential. Accordingly, up-sizing has enhanced appeal in
sub-Vt . Fig. 17(a) shows the gain in 4σ read current if the
read-buffer devices are upsized by 25% and 50%. Although the
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Fig. 17. Read-current gain of 4σ cell from read-buffer device up-sizing of (a) width and (b) length.

Fig. 18. Read-buffers with no sub-Vt bit-line leakage: (a) 10T cell relying on PMOS/NMOS IOFF ratio [18]. (b) 10T cell independent of IOFF , but with
increased leakage power [10]. (c) 8T cell employing peripheral assist to manage bit-line leakage while maintaining 8T density [17].

mean read currents are expected to increase by only 1.25× and
1.5×, the weak-cell read currents, which limit the design and
performance of the entire array, increase by 1.8× and 2.8× in
sub-Vt . Similarly, increasing the device lengths by 40% and
80% increases the weak-cell read currents by 3.3× and 5×,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 17(b). It is important to note
that, in sub-Vt , increasing device lengths can have a significant
impact on increasing even the mean read current since the
reverse short-channel effect [34] essentially causes a decrease
in the effective Vt .
The second solution path focuses on reducing the leakage
currents from the unaccessed bit-cells. The read-buffers shown
in Fig. 18 ensure that, after RDBL is precharged, there is
no voltage drop across the pass devices of the unaccessed
cells regardless of the stored data, thereby eliminating any
sub-Vt read bit-line leakage [10], [17], [18]. In Fig. 18(a),
node NCB is actively driven high when NC is low, and when
NC is high, its value is set by the relative leakage currents
of M 8 and M 9. Importantly, however, the threshold voltage
of PMOS devices is often engineered to be lower than that of
NMOS devices to offset the drive current asymmetry in strong
inversion due to mobility differences. As a result, the leakage
current of the PMOS is exponentially higher, and NCB tends
to approach VDD . In Fig. 18(b), NCB is actively driven high,

independent of NC. As a result, this structure is more robust to
skewed process corners where the PMOS strength is reduced
relative to the NMOS strength; however, since it does not take
advantage of the stacked effect [32], its total leakage current is
considerably higher. Finally, in Fig. 18(c), a peripheral assist
is used to pull up the Buffer-Foot node in all unaccessed cells,
eliminating the leakage path to ground through the read-buffer.
In this topology, no additional devices are required in the bitcell, significantly enhancing the array density; however, the
peripheral Buffer-Foot driver does need to sink the read current
from all cells in the accessed row, without contributing a large
leakage current of its own. Hence, a simple charge pump circuit
is used to provide over 500× current gain without any increase
in the device sizes. All approaches in Fig. 18 are effective
in mitigating bit-line leakage and enable integration of over
256 cells per column while operating in deep sub-Vt .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the value of sub-Vt operation for achieving minimum energy in circuits. Although numerous applications are enabled as a result, the severe variation and current
degradation in sub-Vt devices are a critical barrier to achieving
robust ultralow-voltage systems. In particular, both logic and
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SRAM circuits require special treatment in order to overcome
the associated failures. Proper logic styles and device sizing
ensure functional logic gates for a desired yield, while long
logic paths provide an averaging effect similar to device upsizing, which reduces the statistical spread of propagation delays. Conventional 6T SRAMs fail to operate in sub-Vt because
of both increased variation and reduced signal levels. Furthermore, read-current degradation and soft-oxide breakdown pose
limiting tradeoffs in improving bit-cell stability. Instead, bitcell topologies incorporating a read-buffer provide a viable
alternative and can be enhanced to mitigate bit-line leakage
mechanisms that prevent reliable data sensing. The prescribed
techniques enable circuit operation to below 0.3 V in advanced
technologies and are compatible with the energy levels required
for emerging portable and self-powered systems.
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